Abstract. Given a mean square continuous stochastic vector process y with stationary increments and a rational spectral density such that (oo) is finite and nonsingular, consider the problem of finding all minimal (wide sense) Markov representations (stochastic realizations) of y. All such realizations are characterized and classified with respect to deterministic as well as probabilistic properties. It is shown that only certain realizations (internal stochastic realizations) can be determined from the given output process y. All others (external stochastic realizations)require that the probability space be extended with an exogeneous random component. A complete characterization of the sets of internal and external stochastic realizations is provided. It is shown that the state process of any internal stochastic realization can be expressed in terms of two steady-state Kalman-Bucy filters, one evolving forward in time over the infinite past and one backward over the infinite future. An algorithm is presented which generates families Of external realizations defined on the same probability space and totally ordered with respect to state covariances.
1. Introduction. One of the most common models of random phenomena in control theory is provided by the linear stochastic system (1.1a) dx Ax dx + B dw, (1.1b) dz Cx dt + D dw, where A, B, C and D are constant matrices of dimensions n n, n k, m x n and rn k respectively, and w is a k-dimensional mean-square continuous stochastic process with zero mean, stationary orthogonal increments, and w(0)= 0. Here we shall assume that w is defined on the whole real line R, that is (1.2) E{w(t)} 0 for all s R, E{w(t)w(s)'} {Itl + Isl-It-sl}I [35; p. 51], where E{ } denotes mathematical expectation and prime (')transposition.
(All vectors without prime are column vectors.) For later reference, let //'k denote the class of all such orthogonal increment processes, the index referring to the dimension; more generally we shall say that the process is of class /4/'. Moreover, we assume that A is a stability matrix, i.e. all the eigenvalues of A are situated in the left complex half-plane; we shall write Re {A (A)} < 0 for short. This assumption will insure that (1.1a) has the unique solution (1.3) A(t-')B x(t) e dw(r) on the real line, where the integral is defined in quadratic mean. This is an ndimensional vector process. If, in addition, we assume that z(0)= 0, the m-dimensional process z can be determined uniquely by integrating (1.1b). We shall call x the state process, w the inputprocess and z the outputprocess. Clearly the state process x is (wide sense) stationary, i.e. the state covariance matrix (1.4) P: E{x(t)x(t)'} (See e.g. [35] .) The ' . This is an m m-matrix of rational functions such that (i) each element of is analytic on the imaginary axis, (ii) is parahermitian, i.e. O(-s)= O(s)', (iii) O(ito) is nonnegative definite Hermitian for all real to, and (iv) (oo)< .Sucha is called a spectral function [3] , [4] .
In this paper we consider the following inverse problem. Let {y (t); R} be a given mean-square continuous and purely nondeterministic m-dimensional stochastic process with zero mean, stationary increments and y(0)= 0. Then there is a spectral representation (1 11) y(t)= e -1 d(o) [12; p. 205], where d is an orthogonal stochastic measure such that [9] (1. 12) E{df(to) d33(to)'f} (iw) dto. Here is an m m-matrix of real rational functions satisfying conditions (i)--(iv) above. Setting R := (oo), we also assume that (v) R -1 exists and that (vi) O(ito) is positive definite for all real to. The problem is to find representations (1.1) such that the output process z is equivalent to the given process y in some sense to be specified below. Such a representation will be called a stochastic realization.
More precisely, the system (1.1) will be called a wide sense stochastic realization of y if z has the same spectral density as y and a proper stochastic realization if, for each STOCHASTIC REALIZATION 367 6 (-co, co), z(t) y(t), a.s. (In the sequel we shall leave out the "a.s.", hence regarding such equivalent processes as equal.) Clearly each proper stochastic realization is also a wide sense stochastic realization, but the converse is not true.
The stochastic realization problem is related to the spectral factorization problem:
Given a rational spectral function , find all matrices W(s) of real rational functions with all its poles in Re (s)< 0 and satisfying (1.10) . Such a function will be called a stable spectral factor. Let 3{.} denote McMillan degree [8] . Then [8] . We shall call a stochastic realization minimal if it corresponds to a minimal spectral factor. Hence, the minimal stochastic realizations are precisely those representations (1.1) which have a state process of smallest possible dimension, i.e. n 1/26(). In this paper we shall restrict our attention to such realizations, the basic problem being to find all of them.
Determining all wide sense minimal stochastic realizations [A, B, C, D] is a deterministic problem which has been studied extensively by, among others, B. D. O. Anderson [5] , Faurre [11] and J. C. Willems [32] , the first of whom has named it the inverse problem of covariance generation. To facilitate its solution we note that the spectral density of y can be written (1.14) (s)= Z(s)+ Z(-s)', where Z is positive real and rational, and 8(Z)= n [3] , [4] , [11] , [32] . Let (1.15)
be a minimal realization [8] of Z, i.e. F, G and H are constant matrices of dimensions n n, n m and rn n respectively. Hence F is a stability matrix, (F, G) is controllable and (H, F) is observable [8] . There are computational procedures for determining (F, G, H, R) from [8] , [13] , [31] , [38] , so in the sequel we shall assume that such a quadruplet is given.
It can be shown [5] that all wide sense minimal stochastic realizations are given by (1.16) This paper extends the results reported (without proofs) in our short note [20] .
2. Preliminaries and definitions. Let the function A" R"" R"" be given by (2.1) A(P)=FP+PF'+(G-PH')R-I(G-PH')', and define the set ={P[P' P; A(Ja)-_< 0} of symmetric n x n-matrices, where Q _>-0 (Q >0) means that Q is nonnegative (positive) definite. Also introduce the subset o {P IA(P) 0}.
In the following theorem we collect some facts from Anderson [5] , Faurre All stochastic processes in this paper will have finite second order moments. Given a k-dimensional vector process r/ of this type, defined on some probability space (, ,, P), and a subset I of (-oo, oo), let H(r/) be the closed linear hull in L2(,, o, P)of 
In addition, assume that x is purely nondeterministic and (wide sense) 
where we have used (3.4) to evaluate E{x(s)x(t)'}. From (3.7) it is clear that (3.8)
is a wide sense backward martingale with respect to the family {Ht + (x)}, i.e. (3.9) /{:(s)ln, + (x)} :(t) for s -< t, and using (3.3)we obtain ds c eeA'P-I'[(AP + PA')p-lx dt + B dw], which, because of (1.5), may be written (3.10) ds c ePa'P-tB(dw B'e-lx dt). Proof. Inserting (1.6) and (1.7a) for w and x in (3.11) yields 
where (3.16a) (3.16b)
In view of (1.5)we may write BB'=(st-A)P+P(-s-A') which inserted into (3.16b) yields (3.17) N(s) -n'P-(st-A)-IP. Now (3.15) 
which is the backward counterpart of (3.4 (3.28) ff'(-s) (?(sI + fi)-'(-/) +/ of (s)' are given by (3.29) [
where T is any nonsingular n n-matrix, S is any orthogonal matrix of appropriate dimension and (B1, BE) satisfy (3.30a)
P is a symmetric, positive definite n n-matrix.
This the dual spectral factorization problem considered by Anderson [6] (3.34) .(t)=P-lx(t), (3. 
;(t; T)= {x(t)lHtr.,](dy)} (t >--T)
is generated by the Kalman-Bucy filter (4.19) {x(t)lH (dy)} P(e*)-lx*(t), which does not enjoy the same invariance properties. Indeed the natural setting for the process x is the forward, and not the backward, realization problem.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For each fixed tR the process {so(z); -=>-t}, where so(z) X(t;-z), is a uniformly integrable wide sense martingale [10] , and therefore (t; T) tends to a limit x,(t) in mean square as T -oo. Moreover, (4.20) :(t, T)= .{x(t)lntr,o(dy)}-, J.{x(t)l/T<_tntr,o(dy)} in mean square [10] , and hence (4.9) holds (a.s. for each t), for /._tHEr.,l(dy)= (dy). Then ur tends to a limit process u,. Since uT-has normalized orthogonal increments, the same must hold for u,; hence u, is of class/4/. In view of (4.20) , II(t) and K(t), as given by (4.17) Proof. Relations (i) and (ii) are trivial consequences of (1.1b) and (1,.3) and (3.21b) and (3.22) , recalling that z y. To obtain (iii), insert first (1.3) and then ,f P-ix, as given by (3.22) , into (3.11) . Then (iv)is proven by letting t-->0o in the first of relations (iii) and t-->-0o in the second.
Since the input process w is of class /', (i) (3.32) leaves only the matrix B (B1, B2) and the input process w () to be determined, the parameters (F, G, H, R) being given. This section will be devoted to studying the set of feasible matrices B, defined in 2; finding w will be the topic of 7. (4.3) [but the same filter (4.2)], the non-Riccati algorithm (6.2) is invariant over , depending only on the known quantities (F, G, H, R). If needed, P, can be determined as the limit of II(t) as oo (Theorem 2.2), where H is generated by either (2.6) or (6.3) . The system (6.2)-(6.3) is precisely the algorithm derived in [17] by using the transient backward innovation process (4.5b) and in [16] Proof. First note that (6.7) can be replaced by the system (6.8a) Hence, given any P0 in / f')_, we may construct a trajectory -c extending from P* through P0 to P, so that -is a totally ordered set of matrices P satisfying (1.17) . The only difference between (2.6)and (6.7)is the initial conditions (0 ); the differential equation is the same. Its critical points are precisely the elements of 0, one of which (P,) is locally stable in the forward direction and another of which (P*) is stable in the backward direction (cf. [33] (6.8b ). Then (6.6) and (6.4a) follow from (6.8a) (for A(Po) -(Bo)2(Bo)) and (6.4b) is a consequence of (6.8b) and (6.10) . A local Lipschitz condition insures uniqueness. In view of (6.6)and (6.7), we have Bz(O)Bz(O) '= -A(P(0)), which together with (6.10a)yields (6.5). Since Re {A (F)}< 0 and (F, B(O))is controllable (for (F, Bo) is), (6.5) has a unique positive definite, symmetric solution [8] . This fact together with (6.5) given by (7.4) , first decompose v as (7.6) v(/) {v(t)lH(y)}+ z(t).
Then H(z)_L H(y). Given the properties of v and y described in 1, it is easy to see that the first term in this decomposition is a mean-square continuous, purely nondeterministic vector process with stationary increments, so the same must hold for z; in addition, z has zero mean and z(0)= 0. Hence, since H()&H(y), and T(s) is a spectral factor of (s). en (7.8) can be written erefore, inserting (7.7) and (7.10a) into (7.11) d W(iw) da + Wz(iw) d, which is (7.1) rewritten in terms of spectral measures, and solving for dfi, we obtain (7.lOb) where (7.12) Then inserting (7.12) into (7.14b) and applying (7.14c), we have (7.13b) Z(s)= W2(-s)'W (-s)', which inserted into (7.12)yields (7.13c) X(s)= Wa(-s)'W (-s)'.
To obtain this, we have used the fact that (7.15) ,I,(s)= W(s) W(-s)' + w.(s) W(-s)'. Now (7.10) together with (7.7) and (7.13) yield (7.4) , and (7.13b) and (7.14c) give us (7.5), for T(s)T(-s)'= (s). By using the matrix inversion lemma [14, p. 124], we can see that Secondly, assume that a minimal stable spectral factor (7.3)is given; from it we can determine a quadruplet [F, (B1, B2), H, (R 1:., 0)]. Let z be an arbitrary mean-square continuous process with stationary increments, zero mean, and spectral density (7.5) , and such that z(0)=0 and H(z)lH(y). Since z has a rational spectral density, it is purely nondeterministic [9] . Define u and v by (7.4) . Then the corresponding stochastic spectral measures dt and dr3 are given by (7.10)with X, Y, Z and T defined by (7.13) and (7.9) . Straightforward calculations using (7.15) show that X, Y, Z and T satisfy (7.14) , 
